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INTRODUCTION

Objective anCapabilty "

This paper describes the procedures and operations and the results

of executing those procedures and operations on the Optimized Reliability

V And Component Life Estimator (ORACLE) software program. The operations

described in this paper are based on the ORACLE program which has been

installed on the CDC 6600 system located at the Picatinny Arsenal. This
"' program is running under the Intercom 4.2 remote time-share software and

C the Scope 3.4.1 Operating System. However, even though ORACLE may be

modified for execution on another system, the procedures and operations

delineated herein will remain basically the same.

The general objective of ORACLE is to obtain 'the failure rate of
individual parts or components, following the procedures prescribed in

MIL-HDBK-217B.1 Thus this program eliminates the most tedious parts of

the reliability analysis, namely, the looking up of the individual component

parameters and algorithms needed to determine the failure rate. Normally

a group of parts or components which constitute a complete module will

be entered into ORACLE simultaneously. Thus the summation of the individual

camponent failure rates will allow ORACLE to also calculate the module's

MTDF" ORACLE will accept and calculate the failure rate for integrated

IN circuits, transistors, a variety of diodes, thyristors, capacitors, inductors

-$tilitary Standarization'Handbook, Reliability Prediction of
Electronic Equipment. MIL-HDBK-217B; 20 September 1974, Department
of Defense.



and resistors. In order for the failure rate to be calculated for integrated

J..

ScA'uits,.transistors, and diodes their part number; etc., must be located

*i in the data base. Resistors are not required to be in the data base, as

* the information given in each individual resistor part number is adequate

for the program to determine the specific individual resistor failure rate.

However, in entering the part number, one must follow the specific procedure

described under "type designation" for each resistor as delineated in MIL-

STD-199A. With the exception of four styles, capacitors are not required

to be in the data base either. Consequently one must enter the capacitor

part number using the methods described under "type designation" (sometimes

referred to as "part number") in MIL-STD-198B. The exceptions are styles

(Specification Number): CYR (MIL-C-23269), CSR (MIL-C-39003), CLR (MIL-

C-39006), and CU (MIL-C-39018). In order to obtain a failure rate for each

of these four styles their part number must be located in the data base.

When this is the situation, a slightly different notation must be used when

one enters any of these four capacitors into the input format. For example,

the part number for a MIL-C-39003 must be entered as M39003/XX-XXXX. This

notation, for the entry of the part number into the input format, is preferred

for the CKR (MIL-C-39014) and the CHR (MIL-C-39022) styles of capacitor

also. However, if this notation is used, then, in order to obtaina failure

rate, these parts must also be found in the data base. With respect to

inductors, the part number for the TF (MIL-T-27) style must be located in

the data base if one is to obtain a failure rate. However, the part number

of the LT (MIL-C-15305) and the TP (MIL-T-21038) styles of inductor contains

sufficient information to determine the specific individual failure rate

without residing in the data base.

l2
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In the near future ORACLE will also calculate the failure rate for

hybrid devices, rotat.* devices, relays, switches, connectorftidnd mis 1s-

laneous parts. The miscellaneous items include tubes, lasers, quartz crystals,

fuses, neon lamps, incandescent lamps, meters, wire wrap connections,

and hand soldered connections. Until then the failure rate for these parts/

components must be calculated manually.

The specific results eminating from ORACLE are: (1) the total failure

rate for each case; (2) the MTBF for each case; (3) the total component

price in small quantities for each case; and (4) the total component price

in quantities of 1000 for each case. (Note that "a case" refers to a group

of parts or components that have been entered together and comprise a

specific piece of equipment or module.) Other results emanating from ORACLE

include a listing of each of the individual failure rates for each part

and a listing of all of the parameters used in determining thdt failure

rate (see Figures 8 and 9).

A great variety (more than 11,000) of parts can currently be found

in the data base, however, these parts are restricted to those with

military part numbers. The parts currently in the data base include into-

grated circuits, transistors, various types of diodes, capacitors and

inductors. Those parts which are not in the data base can readily be added

* by. following the procedure described in Appendix 5. It should also be noted

that, at present, the pricing information, although provided for in the

data base, is not included and must be entwrad on an individual basis.

The cost information is entered in column 116 thru 127 of each of the formats

used to enter information into the data base (see formats in Appendix 5).

3
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(It will be noted and explained subsequently that one can only enter those

' " L, -" ' .... JV q 'ij Ior U "o ,after

the BINNY routine has been run and that these entries must be made into

the abstracted data base.) When the nouns "operator" or "user" are used

in this paper, they are referring to the person who has entered the parts

and is executing ORACLE.

The Input Formats

All part information and external parameter data must be entered into

the program in one of the prescribed input formats. These formats are

apart from and completely different from the formats one uses to enter

information into the data base. There is one input format for each of

the following class of parts: integrated circuits, discrete semiconductors,

resistors, capacitors, and inductors. Each of these formats is shown

in Appendix 1. The first eleven columns of each of the input formats

contain the same information for a group of parts which constitute a particu-

lar module or piece of equipment. Columns 2 thru 7 contain information on

the Module Number, while columns 8 thru 11 could contain either the Module

Part Number or a "quantity factorm. (Column 1 is always left blank.) Thus,

'  sould one have a particular part which occurs a multiple number of times

in the same module and has the same conditions (such as the operating tem-

perature, operating environwent, duty cycle, stress, screening level. etc.)

placedupon it, one simply enters this part once and notes the number of

multiple uses in Columns 8 thru 11. Quantities smaller than 1000 must

be preceded by zeros or blanks. Whichever option is chosen, the user must

be completely consistent with the Information entered into columns 8 thru

4



11 for each and every part that constitutes a related group of parts being

entered into ORACLE simultaneously. That is, if a Module Part Number is

entered in columns 8 thru 11 for one part, the Module Part Number must be

entered for each and every part that is entered into ORACLE simultaneously.

In this case quantity factors will not be recognized. (The reason will be

delineated in the section entitled RELIABL.) However, if a quantity factor

is entered into columns 8 thru 11 for one part a quantity factor - even

0001 - must be entered for each and every part that constitutes a related

group of parts being entered into ORACLE simultaneously. Thus a mix of

entries into these columns will cause erroneous results.

Columns 12 thru 14 always contain the Component Type. A list of the

various types of components that can be entered is given in Appendix 2.

Columns 15 thru 17 always contain the Manufacturer's Code. A list of manu-

* facturers that ORACLE will recognize is given in Appendix 3. Colums 18

* thru 27(for integrated circuits and discrete semiconductors) while Columns

18 thru 32 (for resistors, capacitors, and inductors) contain the Part Number

information. This is the most critical information one will enter into ORACLE.

ORACLE searches on Colums 15 thru 17 and on Colums 18 thru 27 (or 32

depending on the component type) to determine if the Manufacturer Code and

the Part Number, respectively, are represented in the data base. Should

the part be found in the data base, a failpre rate can then be calculated

for that part. However, many styles of Inductors, many styles of capacitors.

and all styles of resistors do not need to be in the data base and will not

be found In the data base. The failure rate for these parts will be

determined through ORACLE's direct decoding of the information in their

5
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individual part number. Beyond Column 27 (or 32) the formats contain

application dependent information and the screening level of the part

used. The application dependent information is directed at delineating

the conditions under which the part will operate. These include the

operating environment (see a list of codes in Appendix 4), the operating

temperature, the duty cycle or usage, the stress, and other specific

information unique to the part under consideration. This information

together with the information stored in the data base, is used to determine

the appropriate parameters needed to calculate the failure rate for each

part. These calculations are made in accordance with the requirements

- and procedures prescribed in MIL-HDBK-2178. As will be discussed more

thoroughly under the section entitled "The 'What-if' Game", the information

that is entered beyond Column 27 (or 32 depending on the component type)

can be altered for a subsequent run.

THE PROCEDURE

ORACLE is composed of five basic routines. They are (1) SORTMRG,

(2) BINNY, (3) RELIADL, (4) SUN1CTX, and (5) TRADEOF. A brief description/

definition of these routines are as follows:

SORTKRG - accepts as input a list of part numbers with specific,

individual, application dependent information and produces the same list

of parts sorted by part number.

BINNY - accepts as input the sorted list of parts produced by SORThIW

and performs a binary search on the full data base to extract from the

full data base each of those input part nuwbers that are represented in

t 6
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the full data base. Those parts extracted from the full data base form

a smaller, abstracted data base. In addition, BINNY produces simple lists
of those input part numbers that were found in the full data base and those

part numbers that were not found in the full data base. BINNY also produces

a diagnostic file that can be used to inquire as to which individual part

numbers were not decodable or were not matched with a part number in the

full data basa and why.

RELIABL - accepts as input the sorted list of parts produced by SORThRG
as well as the abstracted data base produced by BINNY and produces the failure

rate for each part listed in the abstracted data base. It is in this routine

where the MIL-HDBK-2l7B calculations are performed. RELIABL produces two

output files. They are FOUNDO and DIAGNOSTIC. For each part found in the

abstracted data base, the FOUNUX file lists the part number, some of the

application dependent information inserted by the user and extracted from

the input formats, some information found in the full data base, the cost

information, and the failure rate. RELIABL also produces a file called

DIAGNOSTIC. This file lists the. part application dependent information,

the parameters found in MIL-HMB-217B and used in calculating the failure

rate, the base failure rate, and the final failure rate for each part.

SUMICTX - accepts as input the FOUNDO file. SUNICTX then adds all of

the individual part failure rates listed in FOUNDO and produces the total

failure rate. After having obtained the total failure rate, SUNICTX then

produces the MTBF for these parts. It is in the file produced by SUNICTX

that one can also find the price of the input parts in small quantities and

the price in quantities of 1000 or more.



A

TRADEOF - accepts two files which contain different total failure rates
~and MTBFs, as summed-up by SUMICTX. TRADEOF then performs an analysis

which produces a numerical and a percentage difference between the two cases.

Figures I and 2 show the order in which the individual segments of

ORACLE are executed. The order of execution is: (1) SORTMRG, (2) BINNY,

(3) RELIABL, (4) SUMICTX, ,;) Results, (6) Changes, (7) RELIABL, (8) SUMICTX,

(9) Results, and (10) TRADEOF.

Figure 1 depicts, in block diagram form, the basic procedure which

must be followed if one is to obtain the failure rate for each of the parts

that are entered into ORACLE. Figure 2 shows the procedure to be followed

in obtaining a tradeoff analysis. Specifically, Figure 1 shows those input

files which must be entered into each of the four ORACLE routiras (cross

hatched boxes) as well as those output files which will eminate from these

routines. Subsequently, in this paper, specific names and IDs will be

assigned by the user and the program, to each of these input and output

files. In order to link this figure with the specific names and IDs used

throughout the example execution of ORACLE described in this paper, Table

I has been constructed.
The following explicitely describes the procedures and operations that

must be followed to obtain the failure rate and MTBF of any list of parts.

8
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VV

SORTED PA RTS LIST DA W BAHE

BINY-DIAGNOSTIBtJ M

LISTVOF PARTS ABSTRACTED LIST OF PA RTS
FOUND IN D, B. DATA BASF NOT FOUND IN' D.B,

____ ____ ____DIAGMIOSTIC -

ALL INDIJVIDUAL
FAILURE RATES

FOU NDO AND PARAMIETERS

SUMICTY

OUTPUT FILE~ FOR CASE Y
TOTAL FAILURE RATE AND TTF

Figure 1. Block diagram of the reliability predicition program routines
(cross hatched boxes), the required inputs and the-resulting
output files.
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CHANGES M'ADE TO -ABSTRACTED
~SORTED PARTS LIST DATA 13AS E

v-

DIAGNOSTIC-
ALL INDIVIDUAL

FOUN~OAND PARAMETERS

OUTPUT F LE

* FROMI CASE*XH~D O

RESULTS OF
CO M PA R ISO N
A NA LYS IS

Figure 2. Block diagram of the procedure to be followed in obtaining a
tradeoff analysis.
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The Data

In order to facilitate the explanation of the operations and the

execution of ORACLE an example list of parts has been assembled and inserted

into the program. The list Gf the parts entered into ORACLE is shown in

Figure 3. This list of parts consists of an example of all possible styles

of integrated circuits (IC-), capacitors (CAP), inductors (IND),

resistors (RES), transistors (XR-), general purpose diodes (D--), zener

diodes (ZD-), voltage reference diodes (RD-), varactor diodes 'VD-), and

thyristors (OCR). This list also demonstrates the numerous variations of

operating environment, operating temperature, screening levels, duty cycle,

etc., that can be placed on any component. One should also note that comment

information has been entered in Column 81 and beyond. In this instance the

information noted here points out which specific MIL-STD-198 capacitor,

MIL-STD-199 resistor, or MIL-C or MIL-T inductor is being exemplified.

ORACLE ignores all information in Column 81 and beyond. Also note that in

the case of capacitors, where two methods of representing the same style

of capacitor are given, it is not intended that the part number convey the

same information (resulting in the same failure rate), but simply to show

that there are two different ways to enter the part number for this particular

style of capacitor. For example, the part number for a MIL-C-39014 capacitor

can'be entered using the CKR notation or the M39014 notation.

12
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The ID

<  The operations shown in Figure 4 demonstrate the procedure used, in

the edit mode of the CDC 6600 system, to catalog a previously established

file of parts called ICRIDX1 onto a permanent file called SAMPTS2. The

name SAMPTS2 is assigned by the user. The last part in the ICRIDX1 file

is listed and the user has requested the CDC editor to truncate the number

of characters in this file to 80. The ID given to SAMPTS2 is EQPMT2.

The CDC system displays, through the "Initial Catalog" listing, all of

the information one will need when it is desired to retrieve this file.

All files except SAMPTS2 are removed from local file condition through

the RETURN command.
The ID name attached to each of the files created throughout ORACLE

should not contain more than nine (9) characters and the same ID should

be used for all ID names associated with a given set of parts or module

throughout the entire ORACLE program. This ID name should, in some signifi-

cant way, describe and/or identify the particular piece of equipment associated

with the parts or module. The maintenance of a constant, unique ID associated

with all ORACLE files related to the same set of parts or module is important

because this will allow for all files associated with these parts or this

module to be cataloged under one permanent file ID. Thus subsequent deter-

mination of the location in memory of any desired file or information

associated with these parts or this module, can readily be found.

In this case, the ID E EQPMT2. Upon cataloging TAPE2 in the subsequent

SORTMRG routine, this is the ID that one should use. Also this ID name

will be the response expected when the interactive BINNY, RELIABL, SULIMCTX,

and TRADEOF routines ask the operator to uENTER EQUIPMENT NAME".
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COMMAND- EDlITOR

.EDITqICRIDX1 iSEQ

..LISTPLAST

1330= MOD0O1JK0:1XP-PTti2N930 +0.80.0.50+080fl-MJFr1TXVLG:
5.00

..FoCH=80

* .SAVE ,PARTS1 19N

LINES TRUNCATED: CH= 80 CHARSf LONGEST LINE WAS 100
*.LARTALOG PARTSI ,SAMPTS'C'- ID=EQPMT2

INITIAL CPTA'..O':
RP = 090 DHiYS
CT ID= EQPMT2 PFM=SAMPTS:32
CT CY= 001 000M4 WORDS.:
*.FILES

--LOCAL FILES--
*PARTS1 *ICRIPXI
..RETUPNtPRRTS1vICRIDX1

*.BY
Figure 4. Cataloging the parts, that are to be inserted into ORACLLL.

onto a permanent file.



l j SORTMRG

:ri Now that the data is located on a permanent file, ORACLE can access

it and we can then initiate the SORTMRG routine. The purpose of this

routine is simply to sort the part numbers into an order such that the

subsequent routine (BINNY) will only have to scan the data base from top

to bottom once. This will be the fastest way to match-up each individual

part number input to ORACLE, with its stored information located in the

full data base. The sorted results will be located on TAPE2. The procedure

* one must follow to obtain i..e sorted parts list on TAPE2 is shown in Figure

5. The response to the first COMMAND prompt will always be as shown with

SI the exception of the file name (SAMPTS2) and the ID (EQPMT2) which must

always be the file name and ID assigned by the user in Figure 4. The response

to the next six COMMAND prompts will always be the same as shown for all

executions of ORACLE. This is standard input information needed by ORACLE

for execution on the COC 6600 system. The information shown after the

SORTMRG response was entered by the user, is printed out without user

interaction. Subsequently, the system again prompts with the word COMMAND.

It is at this time that one catalogs TAPE2 onto a permanent file, the name

of which the operator assigns at that time. The name one assigns should

in some way describe or identify the parts. One can use up to 40 characters.

°j I It should be noted, in connection with this file name assignment, that

- this is the file. which will be referred to in the BINNY and RELIABL routines

when these interactive routines ask the user to "ENTER SORTED PARTS FILE

'I INAME:". In this case the assigned name is SORTEDXXSANPTS2. The ID used
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COMMAND- AITTACH 9TAPE1 I :AMF'2 9. 'DEPMT2

PF CYCLE NO. = 001o

COMMAND- PEQJEST 'TRPEs ..PF

COMMAND- CONNECT .OUTPUiT

COMMAND- FILEqTHPEI 'BT=CqPT=79MPL=14:

COMMAND- FILEqTHPE2,BT=CsRT=>.MPL=14@

COMMAND- AiTTAiCHINPUIT .2OPTI-OMMANDr'-,ID='3AEPTNEP

PF CYC:LE NO. = (0

COMMAND- :-;ORTMRI3

T -MERGE 4. 1-P 383 08 (5 :'(5 152.5 PAGE I

1 :ORT .
2 FILE ,INPUT=TAPE1 'OUTPUT=TRPE2?.
3 F IE DP V-'99)I'L Y kZ1 :Bo S L Y *.$ 51 LI'
4 KES9 AISLY K2k DSLY 1' LY
5 END.

**INERTION'S DURING INPUT *....
D.tELETION~ DURING INPUT
.TOTAL RECORDS -OPTI

*. ELET1014S DURING OUTPUT *....
TOTAL RECORDS OUTPUT

**END 3OPT RUN
COMlMAND-CTLO rE 'OTDX PT DEMT

INITIAL C:ATALOG3

fRP x v90 Ilky:
C1 ID= EO)PM12 PFNw=-ORTFDt'::AnPT

T C U Wvvu~ L1PD.S.,:
UMMkND- FILE.

-- LIUCAL FILE7--
*TAF I *TIPE4? SOUTPUT 'INPUT

COMMAhD- PETUPhsI14PVT,THPEI 9TAPEZ4

COMMAND- DISCARD 'OUTPUT

Figure 5. SURTMRG routine, the catalogiqg of TAPE2, arid the clean-up
of the local files.
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should be the same as that used to catalog the original list of parts onto

a permanent file. This was done in Figure 4 and the ID assigned there

was EQPMT2.

Following the completion of each of the ORACLE routines one must

-"clean-up" the local files only. It will be demonstrated throughout the

procedure which specific local files are to be removed. However, in general,

the INPUT file and each of the TAPEs must always be removed through use

of the RETURN command while OUTPUT must always be removed separately through

use of the DISCARD command. If those files designated to be removed are

NOT removed, subsequent operations will be impared. However, before removing

the local files one may want to look at what is located on each of these

files or TAPEs. The resultant local files which emerge after the SORThRG

routine are shown in Figure 5. The only two files which do not have obvious

names are TAPEI and TAPE2. TAPEI simply contains a list of the data as

* it was initially inserted by the operator. TAPE2 simply contains the

sequential listing by part number of the inserted data. Removal of the

*, local files are shown at the bottom of Figure 5.

BINNY

The purpose of nINNY is to match the sorted parts list with the data

base and to produce a smaller, abstracted data base with only those items

in it which represent all ramifications of the matched input parts list.

The operator will give the abstracted data base a specific namc for future

reference - in this examle the assigned name was ABSO8XXSAMPTSZ. This

is one of the two files which will be used y the RELIABL routine in calculating
the failure rate of each individual part. (See Figure 1. BINNY will generate

21
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three other output files. One is a list of parts that will have been found

on the data base. Again, the operator will give this file a specific name

and in this example the name given was FOUNDXXSAMPTS2. Another eminating

file will be a diagnostic file which can be used for debugging purposes.

The system gives this file the name DIAGNOSTICBINNY. The fourth file eminating

from BINNY will be a list of the parts NOT found on the data base. This

file will be located on TAPE4.

Both BINNY and RELIABL are interactive routines and the first five

prompts require the same information in response. When a file is cataloged

or stored as a permanent file - as opposed to a local file - one needs three

pieces of information to store or access that permanent file. The first

is the identification (ID) name associated with the file, while the secu,.d

piece of information is the name of the file itself. The third piece of

information one needs is the cycle number of this file. In BINNY and RELIABL

the first three prompts ask for all the information that defines an existing

file so that it can be accepted as an input file, The first prompt asks for

the file ID, the second prompt asks for the file name, and the third prompt

asks for the file cycle number. The fourth and fifth prompt in BINNY ask

the user to assign a name and cycle number, respectively to the abstracted

data base. This is one of the files that will be generated as output by

F3INNY, l RE1. T"OL the fourth and fifth prompts are asking the user for the

name and cycle number, respectively, of the abstracted data base assigned

earlier in the BINNY routine. With this information RELIABL can then accept

the abstracted data base as input.

V -:i 22
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The BINNY routine is shown in Figure 6 while the RELIABL routine is

shown in Figure 7. The first three prompts for both BINNY and RELIABL

will be as follows. The first prompt is "ENTER EQUIPMENT NAME:". The

expected response is the file ID which, in this case, is ::::EQPMT2. This

response must be composed of ten (10) characters. A colon must precede

the nine (9) characters comprising the ID. However, should the ID be

composed of fewer than nine characters, colons are to be used to pad the

ID to the left. The second prompt is "ENTER SORTED PARTS FILE NAME:".

The file name that must be entered in response to this prompt is the name

the user gave to the file onto which TAPE2 was cataloged after the execution

of the SORTMRG routine (Seq Figure 5). For this example that name is

SORTEDXXSAMPTS2. The third prompt requests the user to "ENTER CYCLE OF

SORTED PARTS, LIKE 001:". The particular cycle to be used in this response

can be found where the SORTEDXXSAMPTS2 file was last cataloged. In this

example the cycle number can be found after the CY notation under the

"Initial Catalog" listing in Figure 5. The fourth prompt in BINNY is "ENTER

ABSTRACTED DATA BASE FILE NAME:". It Is at this point that the user assigns

a name to the abstracted data base. In this example the user assigned the

name ABSDBXXSAMPTS2. The fifth prompt is "ENTER CYCLE OF ABSTRACTED DATA

BASE FILE, LIKE 001:". On the CDC 6600 a cycle number between 001 and 005

can be assigned. In this example the user entered 001. (Note that the

abstracted data base file will have as ID the user's response to the first

prompt "ENTER EQUIPMENT NAME:".)

The last two prompts in BINNY are: "ENTER PARTS FOUND FILE NAME:"

and "ENTER CYCLE FOR PARTS FOUND FILE, LIKE 001:". These two prompts are

4
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COMMAND- ATTACH rvNyt Ir'='3AERTNER,

P FN T S.
BINNY
P F iCCL E NO 0 tl

COMMA1ND- B NNY

ENTER EDU IPMENT NFIME : :::EGC'PMT2,

.. :EC'F'PMTC'
ENTER -RTED FART& FILE NAME: :OTD.:.:AP7

OP '"OF R M P TT~

ENTIER C (CLE OF SOTDPARTE - LIV~E 'Cii:* C'01

ENTER F B:TRFICTED DATABAS-E FILE NRVIE E: D tI::.AM PTj

ENTER CYCLE OF RB':TRCTEDI DAiTAIBASE FILE, LIFE 0i0: C'01

ENTER PART: FOUND FILE NAiME:
PECULETTAE PFFON.:F.2

ENTER CYCLE FOP PARPTS;Z FOUND' FILE' LIY:E (101 i)'

PEI'UE:T(TTAPE9-.PF,
RE IUE',-Tk TAPE7..*PF'"

I UMMAPFY O F RER7ON P'AFT2l NOT FOUND IN DAHTRVAE
PiFRT: NOT MPN'.IFACTL.IRE11 BY 'PECIFIED MANU-FACT1RER
FRETS NOT FIVHILA4BLE IN :"PECIFIEtI PC HCA: TYPIE

(I PAF1R T: NOT JAN FPT NUMPEPR_
0." OF PHRTS_ WdERE NOT FOUND

B INNY 1'IA'iNWTIC FILE NAME=DIi 4UT!CB1NN~Y

-YCLE: 1 EQUIPRMENT =:::1FQPM~
C:T I D= ECJPMTE PF4Nti!A1FGO:TICINN~rY
CT CY~ (101 606001 ; W~ ~ORDS..:
CT I riz FI2PMT-I? FFNLIRR:2.A MPT:
CT C.V= (101 C00 04 410PtiS.:

* I CT I EPM. PFN=F0LINrIX.CAFMPT7S
CT C Y (I01 000017 d~'

/ ENI' BINThY
10.597 C ECON'S' EXECUTION TIME

COMMAND- FILEI
-- LOCAL FILE'-.--

iHP'J11' I NN

COMMAND- TIShe 1 thOUTPUTofrsut, h

lisingof he esutin fiesand the clean-up of the
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asking the user to assign a name and cycle number to the file which will

be generated by BINNY and contain the list of parts that were found in the

yk data base. The response given, in this example, for this file name was

FOUNDXXSAMPTS2, while the response to the cycle number assignment was 001.

This file also has as its ID the response given to the first prompt in

the BINNY routine, that is, EQPMT2. (Note that the "REQUEST (TAPE2*PF)"

is not an intended prompt and should be ignored. This is an idiosyncracy

of the CDC 6600 system.)

Following the successful execution of BINNY, a "SUMMARY OF REASONS

PARTS NOT FOUND IN DATA BASE" is printed. The "package type" in the statement

"PARTS NOT AVAILABLE IN SPECIFIED PACKAGE TYPE" refers to character numbers

8, 9, and 10 of every Part Number, that is, to*Columns 25, 26, and 27 in

each of the input formats. One can observe which particular part had a

"package type" which was not matched in the data base by scanning through ,

the output file labeled DIAGNOSTICBINNY. The statement informing us as

to the number of "PARTS NOT JAN PART NUMBERS" simply tells us the total

number of parts whose part numbers were not decodable or were not matched

in the data base. If a Part Number - for example a resistor or a capacitor

which are not supposed to be in the data base - is decodable it will not

be included in the list of "non-jan parts". Thus any part which is not

in the data base - but should be - will be noted as a "non-jan part".

These parts will be flagged in the DIAGNOSTICBINNY file. The "jan part

number" is referring to the Part Number given in Columns 18 through 27 (or

32, depending on the Component Type) in the input format.

Further on in the print-out, or listing, of BINNY, one notices a list
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of files that have been placed in permanent file condition. In addition

to the DIAGNOSTICBINNY file, the abstracted data base file, ABSDBXXSAMPTS2,

and the parts found file, FOUNDXXSAMPTS2, have also been placed in permanent

'ile condition. One can move any of these files into a local file condition

for irmediate inspection. Before one proceeds to the RELIABL routine, the

local files must be cleaned-up. This is shown at the bottom of Figure

6. Note that all files are removed except BINNY.

RELIABL

RELIABL accepts as input the sorted parts list which eminated from

SORTMRG, in this case SORTEDXXSAMPTS2, and the abstracted data base which

eminated from BINNY, in this case ABSDBXXSAMPTS2, and produces two files

with the names FOUNDO and DIAGNOSTIC (See Figure 1). The names given to

each of the files produced by RELIABL are assigned Dy the system and are

the same for all executions of the RELIABL routine.

The procedure to be followed in the execution of the RELIAOL routine

is shown in Figure 7. Of course the response to the "ENTER EQUIPMENT NAME"

must be the ID name, that is, ::::EQPMT2. The response to the "ENTER SORTED

PARTS FILE NAME" is the same as in BINNY, that is, SORTEDXXSAMPTS2. The

response to the "ENTER ABSTRACTED DATA BASE FILE NAME" must be the same

response as was given in the BINNY ruutine. In this case that is ABSDBXXSAMPTS2

k$ee the RELIABL responses shown in Figure 7 and compare these with the BINNY

responses in Hgure 6). The only additional responses required in RELIABL

which were not required in BINNY, are those to the "quantity" and the PC

UOARU inquiries. In this case module Part Numbers are used and therefore

the operator responded to the "quantity" prompt with a two.

26
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COMMAND- ATTACH RELIABL, ID=GAERTNER

PFN IS
PELIABL:
PF CYCLE NO. =001
COMMAND- RELIREL

ENTER EQUIPMENT NAME : ::::EOPMT2

:::EIjPMT2
ENTER SORTED PARTS FILE NAME: SORTEDX><$AMPT:2

.:,R TE DXX SHMPTS52
ENTER CYCLE OF SODRTED PART$S FILE LIKE 001:* 001

ENTER ABSTRACTED DATABASE FILE NAME: ABSDBXXSAMPTS2

ABSDBXXSRMP TS,2
ENTER CYCLE OF ABASTACTED DATABASE LIKE 001: 001

TYPE 1 IF QUANTITIES ARE UISED
TYPE 2 IF MODULE PART NUMBERS ARE USED

ENTER NUMBER OF TWO-SIDED PC BOARDS LIKE 0001: 0001

ENTER NUMBER OF MULTI-LAYERED PC BOARDS LIKE 0001: 000!

1 '0

CT ID=~ EQPMT2 PFH=D!A'3NOSTIC
CT CY= 001 00004928 WORDS.:
CT ID= EQPMT2 PFN=FDUNDO
CT CY= 001l 00001920 WORDS.:

END RELIABN
6.274 CP SECONDS EXECUTION TIME

COMMAND- FILES

-- LOCAL FILES--
INPLUT OUTPUT *BINHY #RELIABL

COMMAND- RETURN 'INPUT

COMMAND- DISCARD tOUTPUT

Figure 7. The interactive RELIABL routines the resulting files -

DIAGNOSTIC and FOUNDO -- and the clean-up of the local files.
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The most significant information contained in the FOUNDO file is that

of the failure rate for each part entered into ORACLE and found in the data

base or found to be decodable. In the situation where a multiple of the

same part number has been entered with one entry of that part, the failure

rate shown will be the single part failure rate multiplied by the number

of multiple entries. The sum of the complete list of failure rates shown

in FOUNDO will add up to the total displayed as a result of executing the

subsequent routine, SUM1CTX. Figure 8 shows some representative components

from the FOUNDO file. Columns "A" thru "K" repeat the information placed

in the first 51 columns of the input formats for each of the parts. An

11 interpretation of this information will not be discussed here as it was

described earlier in this document. Columns "L" thru "Y" show some of the

information that is located in the data base for each respective part.

With the exception of Columns "0" and "P", which are for the Failure Rate

and the duty cycle or usage, respectively, the information located beyond

.,olumn 51 In the FOUNDO file is unique to each component type and is identical

with the information located beyond Column 51 in the data base for thatrt.

Thus one can obtain the exact interpretation of each column, beyond

Column 50, for any particular component type, by looking in Appendix 5 under

Lhe corresponding column%. Therefore, each of the columns shown in the

.OUNUJO file will not contain the same information from top to bottom.

For integrated circuits Columns "L", V. and "N" contain the supply

'oltage, the nominal current, and the maximum current, respectively. For

jiscrete semiconductors these colu=s contain a maxim rated voltage,
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a maximum rated current and a maximum rated power, respectively. For
capacitors Column "L" contains the rated voltage while Columns "M" and

"N" are normally blank. For inductors and resistors these three columns

A are normally left blank. However, normally blank columns may contain

information if the user has specifically entered this information somewhere

beyond Column 51 in the input format.

Column "0" contains the FAILURE RATE while Column "P" contains the

*uty cycle or usage. The value shown in Column "P" corresponds to the

value inserted by the user in the input format.. The information shown

in Column "P" which corresponds to rows that contain multi-layered or

two sided PC boards, is the number of holes which will be drilled in each

Loard.

If Column "Q" corresponds to an integrated circuit the information

shown is the number of gates in each package. If Column "Q" corresponds

to a discrete semiconductor, a capacitor, a resistor, or an inductor the

contents should be zero.

If Column "R" corresponds to an integrated circuit the number shown

represents the number of internal leads eminating from the chip itself -

not tne physical package. If Column "R" corresponds to a capacitor, the

number shown will either be a zero or a -1. The -1 simply means that

this capacitor has a non-essential quality level. (See Appendix 5 under

CapacitorsColumns 102-105) A zero should be found in this column for

all other capacitors, all inductors, and all resistors. This column has

no significance for discrete semicondlictors, capacitors, inductors, and

resistors.
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Column "S" contains the complexity code for discrete semiconductors.

A list of these codes can be found in Appendix 5 under Discrete Semiconductors,

Columns 107-108. This column may also contain a number in a row corresponding

to a capacitor. If this is the case the number corresponds to the temperature

at the knee of the derating curve of this capacitor and the number is

in degrees centigrade.

Column "T" contains the number of pins emanating from the physical

package housing the component, times the number of multiple uses of that

component noted in Column "B". This number will be zero for inductors

only.

Column "U" contains information significant to capacitors and discrete

semiconductors only. If the row corresponds to a capacitor whose part

number (Column "E") has the form MXXXXX/XX-XXXX, the information shown

indicates the number of capacitors in the data base whose first ten characters

are identical. (All other capacitors' part number forms will have a zero

in this column.) If Column "U" corresponds to a discrete semiconductor

the information shows the knee of the derating curve in degrees Centigrade.
If the row corresponds to a discrete semiconductor and the column contains

a zero, this means that the data base does not contain information on

the knee of the derating curve. Rows corresponding to all other component

types should be zero.

Column "V" shows the number of devices contained in each package.

A digit greater than zero will be shown in rows corresponding to discrete

semiconductors only.

Column "W" shows the small quantity prices at the specified screening
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level, while Column "X" shows the large quantity (i.e. in quantities of

1000 or more) prices at the specified screening level. Column "Y" shows

the number of supply voltages necessary for integrated circuits only.

The Diagnostic file contains a list of each of the parts entered into

ORACLE and found to be in the data base or to be decodable by ORACLE. Along

with each part is a list of each of the MIL-HDBK-217B parameters used in

calculating the part's failure rate, a repetition of some of the information

found in the input format, the base failure rate and the resultant failure

rate. The MIL-HDBK-217B parameters were derived as a result of noting the

application information submitted by the user in the input formats and the

stored information located in the data base. Examples are snown in Figure

9. DIAGNOSTIC will also contain comments, should they be necessary, at

) .- the beginning of the listing of each part. These coinents concern specific

infomation which was not explicitely included - but should have been -

in the part input format by the user. It then notes the assumed value which

was assigneoy RELIABL to the effected parameter or parameters. The assumed

value represents the worst case condition for that parameter.

Before proceeding with this example, another example describing the

alternative which implements the "quantity" mechanism, will be described.

j However, before responding to the "quantity" prompt, the user must realize

that if his response implements the ,echanism which interpretes Columns

8 thru 11 of the input formats as quantities, all of the component parts

entered into ORACLE will be assumud to hove quantity information in these

columns. An example of the implementation of this alternative in RELIABL

is shown in Figure 10. (Note that this example is necessarily of another

set of parts and was extracted from a different execution of ORAU17.)
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COMMAND- ATTACHRELIABLfID=GrAERTNER

PFN IJS
RELIABL:
PF CYCLE NO. 001

COMMAND- RELIABL

ENTER EQUIPMENT NAME : ::::EQPMT4

::::EQPMT4
ENTER :ZORTED PARTS FILE NAME: ;ORTEDX:SAMPT&4

'OPTE DXX:SRMPTS4
ENTER CYCLE OF SORTED PARTS FILE LIKE 001: 001

ENTER RBSTRACTEID DATAASE FILE NAME: RBD3BXX:SAMPTS4

IP,7'DBNXXSAMPT.S4
ENTER CYCLE OF RBASTACTED DATABASE LIKE 001: 001

=. 1

REQUEST (' TPE3,P*PF)
PEQUEST(TAPE4, PPFGO

TYPE 1 IF QUANTITIES ARE USED
TYPE 2 IF MODULE PART NUMBERS ARE USEDI

1

ENTER NUMBER OF TWO-SIDED PC BOARDS LIKE 0001: 0001

L- 1

ENTER NUMBER OF MULTI-LRYERED PC BOARDS LIKE 0001l 001

t Figure 10. The prompts, including the "quantity" prompt, and responses
in the RELIABL routine.
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Figure 11 shows the results which eminate from RELIABL when the quantities

mechanism has been implemented. The list of components shown are those

for which the failure rate was not calcaulted. The percentage of parts --

based on the total quantity of components entered -- for which the failure

rate was determined is shown following the above mentioned list. In this

case that is 99.0%. This is the percent of parts which will be included

in the total failure rate which will be observed after the SUMICTX routine

is executed. Thus one will readily know exactly which component types

and how many were not included in the total failure rate. Further, based

on the percentage given (in this case 99.0%) one will also know the extent

of the accuracy of the total module failure rate when he observes the results

which eminate from the SUM1CTX routine. In this peripherial example, TAPE4,

which eminates from the BINNY routine, will have a list of exactly those

parts which were not found in the data base or for which the part number

could not be decoded. Figure 12 show, the information which was found

on TAPE4. It should be noted that the component types listed in Figure

11 match the components listed in Figure 12. Now we will return to our

original example and original parts.

The user will probably notice a longer than expected "pause" at the

end of the prompt/response interaction in the RELIABL routine. When this

occurs, simply patiently wait for 45, 60, 75 or more seconds, depending

upon how many parts have been entered into the program, as the routine

is in the proces, of performing its operations and calculations.
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FAILURE RATES WERE NOT CALCULATED FOR THE FOLLOWING COMPONENT TYPE.,
*TYPE QUANTITY

IC- 2

DCR I
VD- 1
XR- -1

1TUB 1
J6LSR 1

ROT 1
FUS 1

THE TOTAL QUANTITY OF PARTS REPRESENTED IS 1255
THE TOTAL QUANTITY WITH NO FAILURE RATE IS 1.2

99.*0% OF PARTS READ WERE PROCESSED
CT ID=. EQPMT4 PFN=DIAGNOSTIC
CT CY= 001 00005632 WORDS.:
CT ID= EQPMT4 PFN=FOUNDO
CT CY= 001 00001920 WORDS.:

END RELIABL
6.381 CP SECONDS EXECUTION TIME.

Figure 11. The resulting print out from RELIABL.when quantities are
used. Note that the percent of parts which were processed
is the percent of parts which will be included in the total
failure rate etninating from the SUMICTX routine.
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COMMAND- FILES

--LOCAL FILES--
TAPE4 INPUT OUTPUT *BINNY

COMMAND- RETIJRNiINPIJT

COMMAND- DISCARD POUTPUT

COMMAND- EDITOR

* .EDIT ,TAPE4 ,5EQ

..LIDTfALL

100= MODOOIO001IC-NATLHOO19 --- J+1.00 +080'3D-M B-I
1 1.0= MOD00100O1IC- ,I'N74S114--G+1.0O +08L'GD-M B-i
120= MODO0l 0001D--FSC1N3 071 +0.80+0 .50+0803D-M JANTXSMS
1:3 0= MODO0lO001DCRMOTIN5414 +0.80+0.50+8t'3D-M -JAN
140= MODOOI OOOIYD-TCY1N5470A +) 0.80+ 0. 50+ 08 067D-M .JANVPi3
150= MOD0010001XR-TEC2N2155 +0.80+0.50+080GD-M -JANLIN
160= MODQ0001RYT-I3ES:3'X10 01 *0.60+0.50+080GD-M B
170= MODOOIOOO1TLIBRCA4X1002 +').60+0.50+0813D-M B
180= MODOOIOO1L3RTI-5XIOO.3 +0,;60+0.50+803D-M B
190= MOD0010001SW-GES6X1004 *0.60+0.50+08'3D-M B
200= MOD0010001ROTWES7X1005 +0.60+0.50+806D B
210= MOD001O0O1FUSWESSX1006 +0.60+0.50+080GD-M B

*..BYE

COMMANDI- RETURN tTAPE4

Figure 12. The list of the parts not found in the data base. This list
is located on TAPE4 and eminates from the BINNY routine.
Note that the list of component types eminating from RELIABL
corresponds with this list of parts.
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SUMICTX

The primary purpose of the SUM1CTX routine is to sum each of the individ-

ual part failure rates and produce a total failure rate for the module,

as well as determine the module MTBF. This routine will also yield the total

component price in small quantities and the price in quantities of 1000.

The only input file needed by SUM1CTX is the FOUNDO file which eminated from

RELIABL, as it contains each of the individual part failure rates and price

information.

With the local files once again cleared the system is now ready to

accept SUM1CTX. The entire interactive format and responses are shown in

Figure 13. The response to "ENTER INPUT FILE NAME:" will always be FOUNDO.

However, the response to the cycle number associated with FOUNDO will corre-

spond to the cycle number noted with the listing of the FOUNDO file at the

end of the latest execution of the RELIABL routine. In this case the cycle

number of 001. Again, the response to the "ENTER EQUIPMENT NAME:" must be

::::EQPMT2. The users response to the prompt "ENTER OUTPUI FILE NAME:" can

be the same for up to five files with the same ID. (Of course, in this case

that ID is EQPMT2.) When the same file name is used the user must then

increment his response to the "ENTER OUTPUT FILE CYCLE NUMBER LIKE 001:".

This output file will be used when the TRADEOF routine is run subsequently

and it contains the most significant information of the analysis to this

point in the process. It shows the total equipment failure rate in failures

per million hours, the equipment MTBF in hours, the total component price

in small quantities, and the total component price in quantities of 1000.

These results can readily be observed by moving this file into an EDIT file

status, as shown in Figure 14.
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COMMND-iTTAU .iIIM1CT~, ID=AERTNER

PFII IS
SUMICTX =00

PF CYCLE NO. 04
COMMAND- SUM1CTX

INPUT FILE INFORMATION

ENTER INPUT FILE NAIME: FOUNDtO

FOUNDO*
ENTER INPUT FILE CYCLE NUMBER LIKE 001: 001

ENTER EQ~UIPMENT NAME:
::::EQPMT2

* *::E rr'IL

OUTPUT FILE INFORMATION

ENTER OUTPUT FILE NAME: OUT1XXSRMPTS2

OUTI1XX MP rS2
ENIER OUTPUT FILE CYCLE LIKE 001: 001

ENTER CASE NUMBER LIKE 001: 001

CASE= I
REQUEST(TAPE3 %*PF)
CT ID- EQPMT2 PFH=CUTIXXSRMPTS2
CT CV- 001 00000128 WORDS.:

END SUM137
.622 CP SECONDS EXECUTION TIME

vFigure 13. The interactive SUMICTX routine and the resultant output file.
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The "What-if" Game

Once a module failure rate and MTBF has been determined this becomes

,* a basis for .comparison and subsequently one can then change certain application

conditions incumbent upon the parts or equipment. The purpose behind this

procedure is to observe the effect on the individual and the collective

failure rate and MTBF which results by changing the operating temperature

and/or the operating environment and/or the part screening level, etc. After

making these changes a new collective failure rate and MTBF, for the same

parts can be obtained under the modified conditions. We then have an

alternate case for comparison with the initial case. A tradeoff analysis

is then performed between the original conditions in the initial case and

the modified conditions in the alternate case.' The results will yield the

numerical and percentage differenceein the failure rates and the MTBFs between

the two cases. This tradeoff analysis (see Figure 2) will be achieved thru

utilization of the TRADEOF routine.

I Now that the module failure rate and MTBF have been obtained for our
I I

list of parts we can play the "what-if" game. First one brings the original

sorted parts list file into edit file condition and makes changes. This

file is the sorted parts file named in the "CATALOG' statement shown iumedi-

ately after the SORTMRG program in Figure 5. As an example of a typical

orange, one may want to modify the operating temperature. This modification

is shown in Figure 15 with the temperature changed from 4+080u to "+070".

After making the changes one must first SAVE the modified data file and then

*: "CATALUOG it onto a permanent file. In this case the assigned name is

NODUXXSORTEXXSAHPTS2. After changes have been made one must then obtain the

I2



CI3!qMRIID- ATTACH,$DRTEDXXSRMPTS2, ID=EQPMT2

LFM IS
SORTEDX:
PF CYCLE NO. =001

COMMAD- EDITOR

• .EDIT SORTEDXPSEQ

* .LIST PLRST

1330= MODOOIJKOIIC-FSC5404---6AM+1.00 080GD-M B-2
..F ,CH=80

.+08 0/=/+ 07 0/,ALL

124 CHANGES
..SRVEMPTSIP,

..CATALOG ,MPTS I MODXXSORTEDXXSRMPTS2, ID=EQPMT2

IMITIAL CATALOG
RP = 090 DAYS
CT ID= EQPMT2 PFM=MODXXSORTEDXXSRMPTS2
CT CY= 001 00001024 WORDS.:
..BYE

COMMRMD- FILES

--LOCAL FILES--
*BINMY #RELIRBL *SUMICTX *4PTSI *SORTED)
COMMAND- RETURMPMPTS1 PSORTEDX

Figure 16. Procedure used to change conditions incumbent upon the parts.
In this case the operating temperature was changed from
+0800 C to +0700C.'
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total failure rate and MTBF for the new case (in this situation, case 2)

before one can make a comparison between the two cases. Thus one first

repeats the execution of the RELIABL and the SUMICTX routines (with the

modified data) and then utilizes the TRADEOF routine. Of course the local

files must again be cleaned up, as shown at the bottom of Figure 15.

RELIABL Repeated

The RELIABL format and responses are shown in Figure 16. It must be

noted that the name entered in response to the prompt "ENTER SORTED PARTS

FILE NAME:" must be the same as that given in the "CATALOG" statement immedi-

ately following the modification procedures. This statement is shown in

Figure 15 and, in this case, the name is MODXXSORTEDXXSAMPTS2. The cycle

number asked for is the one shown after the notation "CY" in the "INITIAL

CATALOG" compilation shown in Figure 15. The response to the request for

the abstracted data base must be the same as that used in the initial RELIABL

program response. (See Figure 7) After the prompts have been given and

the responses entered, the cataloging of the new DIAGNOSTIC and FOUNDO files

will be shown. Because the names of the two files emanating from RELIABL

will always be the same and be assigned by ORACLE and as long as the file

ID assigned by the user is consistent for a given set of parts, ORACLE will

automatically increment the cycle number assigned to each file by one (up

005) over the last execution of RELIABL on the same set of parts. As

has been noted before, the "REQUEST (TAPE3*PF)" and the "REQUEST (TAPE4*PF)"

shown in Figure 16, are not intended prompts, should not really be there,

and are to be ignored.

4
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COMMAND- RELIABL

ENTER EQUIPMENT NAME : ::::EQPMT2

::::EQPIIT2
ENTER SORTED PARTS FILE NAME: MODXXSORTEDXXSAMPTS2

MODXXSOR.TEDXXSAMPTS2
ENTER CYCLE OF SORTED PARTS FILE LIKE 001: 001

ENTER ABSTRACTED DATABASE FILE NAME: ABSDBXXSAMPTS2

ABSDBXXSAMPTS2
ENTER CYCLE OF ABASTACTED DATABASE LIKE 001: 001

TYPE I IF QUANTITIES ARE USED
TYPE 2 IF MODULE PART NUMBERS ARE USED 2
ENTER NUMBER OF TWO-SIDED PC BOARDS LIKE 0001:
REQL'EST(TAPE3 ,.PF)
REQUEST(TAPE4 P*PF) 0001

ENTER NUMBER OF MULTI-LAYERED PC BORDS LIKE 0001: 0001

CT ID= EQPMT2 PFH=DIAGNOSTIC
CT CY= 002 00004928 WORDS.:
CT ID= EQPMT2 PFM.FCUNDO
CT CYa 002 00001920 WORDS.:

END RELIABN
6.386 CP SECONDS EXECUTION TIME

COMMAND- FILES

--LOCAL FILES--
I14PUT OUTPUT *BIMtIY ORELIRIL *SUM1CTX

COMMAND- RETURN ,INPUT

COMMAND- DISCARDPOUTPUT

Figure 16. Repeat of the RELIABL routine. Note that the modified sorted
parts list is used.
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SUM1CTX Repeated

After again cleaning-up the local files -- as shown at the bottom of

Figure 16 -- one immediately proceeds to the SUMI1CTX program (See Figure

17). Three things should be noted here. One is that the cycle asked for

on the "ENTER INPUT FILE CYCLE NUMBER, LIKE 001:" prompt must correspond

to the above FOUNDO cycle number--see bottom of Figure 16. In this case

that number is 002. The second thing to note is that a new output file name

is given in response to the "ENTER OUTPUT FILE NAME" prompt, However, if

the user repeats the name he assigned to the output file in the previous

execution of SUM1CTX, he must then respond to the "ENTER OUTPUT FiLE CYCLE

LIKE 001:" prompt, with 002 -- that is, an increment of one over his previous

response to this prompt. This file corresponds to the newly changed data

and will contain the statistical analysis resulting from the modified data

file created in Figure 15. The third point is that the "CASE" number should

be increment by one for each new case -- in this situation that will be

2. In order to observe the calculated failures per million hours and the r
MTBF, one proceeds as shown in Figure 18.

I TRAUEOF

Finally one, once again, cleans-up the local files and proceeds with

the TRAUEOF program. The TRADEOF program format Is self-explanatory. The

only things one must be aware of are the names of the two files which contain

the resulting statistical analysis for each case -- i.e. the O.eference case"

and the "comtparison case", The TRADEOF routine is shown in Figure 19, while

Figure 20 shows the comparison analysis.

It should be noted that if one attaches TRADEOFF -- i.e. using two 'Is

in the spelling -- one will obtain a cost tradeoff analysis also,
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COMMANID- SUM1CTX

INPUT FILE INFORMATION

ENTER INPUT FILE NAME: FOUNDO

FOUNDO
ENTER INPUT FILE CYCLE NUMBER LIKE 001; 002

2
ENTER EQUIPMENT NAME:

::;:EQPMT2

:::EQPMT2

OUTPUT FILE INFORMATION

ENTER OUTPUT FILE NAMES OUT2XXMCDXXSRMPTS2

OUT2XXMQDXXSAMPTS2
ENTER OUTPUT FILE CYCLE LIKE 001; 001

ENTER CASE NUMBER LIKE 0013 0

CASE- 2
REQUEST(TRPE3v*PF
CT IDm EQPMT2 PFM=OUT2XXMODXXSRMPTS2
CT CYw 001 00000128 WORDS.#

END SUM137
.613 CP SECONDS EXECUTION TIME

Figure 17. Repeat of the SUM1CTx routine. Note that the cycle of the
FOUNDO file must be the most recent one.
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CONMt4D- ATTACHTRRDEOF f ID=GRERTNER

I PFM IS
TRADEOFf
PF CYCLE MO. =,002

CUMIRtD- TRADEOF

ENTER EQUIPMEN'T NAME % :::EQPMT2

::;:EQPMT2
ENTER REFERENCE CRSE FILE NAME: nUT1XXSAMPTS2

OUT I XXSRMPTSZ
ENTER CYCLE OF REFERENCE CASE LIKE 001; 001

1
ENTER COMPRRISON CASE FILE MAME: OUTaXXMDDXXSRMP-S2

OUT2XXMRDXXSAMPTS2
ENTER CYCLE OF COMPARISON CASE LIKE 001: 001

?I

Figure 19. The interactive TRADEOF routine.
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SUMMARY

The basic flow of ORACLE is shown in Figures 1 and 2. These two block

diagrams provide one with a complete overview of the routines used in ORACLE

and the order in which they are executed. ORACLE is basically an automated

MIL-HDBK-217B, as it readily yields the failure rates for integrated circuits,

transistors, a variety of diodes, capacitors, resistors, and inductors.

Resistors, certain capacitors, and certain inductors, however, will not be

found in the data base as their part number contains enough information to

produce its individual failure rate without residing in the data base. In

order to determine the failure rates of integrated circuits, transistors,

diodes, some capacitors, and some inductors, their part number, etc. must

be located in the data base. The BINNY routine will determine if an entered

integrated circuit, transistor, diode, capacitor or inductor is decodable.

This information can be obtained in the DIAGNOSTICBINNY file. For those

parts which are not either "matched" in the data base cr "decodable", BINNY

will list them on a file labeled TAPE4. This file can be observed after

BINNY has been executed. BINNY also generates the abstracted data base which

is used by RELIABL to aid in the determination of the failure rate of each

part which has been matched or determined to be decodable.

Probably the most interesting information generated by ORACLE is contained

in the two files which eminate from the RELIABL routine. The file labeled

DIAGNOSTIC contains a complete list of each and every parameter used in

determining the failure rate, as well as the final failure rate itself, for

each part that was found in the data base or found to be decodable. (Examples

are shown in Figure 9.) FOUNDO contains a sorted (by part number) list of
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every part that was inserted into RELIABL. The format for each part is the

same as its input format. In addition this file contains the calculated

failure rate and quantity prices for each part. It is in this file that

one can quickly and easily scan the list of parts and find each individual

failure rate (See Figure 8). The sum of these failure rates will yield the

total shown after the execution of the SUM1CTX routine (See Figure 14).

While SUM1CTX simply adds all of the individual part failure rates

and then calculates an overall MTBF, TRADEOF is used to obtain a difference

in failure rates and MTBFs between two cases. Each case consists of the

same identical set of parts; however, the conditions incumbent upon these I
parts will be altered for each subsequent case. For example, the operating

environment, operating temperature, duty cycle, stress, part screening level,

etc. can be changed to observe the effect on the individual and resultant

total failure rates. The tradeoff analysis is probably the nicest feature

of ORACLE because one can readily play the "what-if" game in noting those V

application and environmental conditions which will yield different failure

rates.

52
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mI
APPENDIX I

INPUT FORMATS

The following pages of this appendix contain a copy of each of the five

input formats and notes which are necessary to aid the user in entering

information into the format.
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The valid Application Codes for discrete semiconductors are as follows:

Code Application Description

LIN Linear

LGS Logic Switch (ING)

HFQ High Frequency (RF 400 MHz)

SMS Small Signal C 500 ma)
PRS Power Rectifier ( 500 ma)

PRH Power Rectifier (N.V. Stacks) Vmax 600

VRG Voltage Regulator

VRF Voltage Reference (Temp. Compensated)

1-i4 '.
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APPENDIX II

A failure rate will be calculated for the following component types.

Code Component

IC- Integrated Circuit
XR- Transistor
0-.- Diode, General Purpose
ZD- Diode, Zener
RD- Diode, Voltage Reference
VD- Diode, Varactor
DCR Thyristor
RES Resistor
CAP Capacitor
IND Inductor
PCB Printed Circuit Board

The following components are acceptable by ORACLE but at this time the

determination of the failure rate has not been provided for.

Code Component

ROT Rotating Devices
RY- Relay
SW- Switch
CON Connectors
TUB Tube
LSR Laser
XTL Quartz Crystal
FUS Fuse
NL- Neon Lamp
INC Incondescent Lamp
?4TR Meter
WM- Wire Wrap Connection
HSC Hand Soldered Connection

ali
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APPENDIX III

The following list is a list of manufacturer codes listed in alphabetical
order:

Code Manufacturer

AMI American Micro-Systems, Inc.
APX Amperx Electronic Corp.
AMC Ampower Semiconductor Corp.
AVA Avantek, Inc.

CEI Calvert Electronics International, Inc.
CSI Carter Semiconductor, Inc.
CLA Clirex Electronics
CTR Communications Transistor Corp.
CRI Crimson Semiconductor, Inc.
CSR CSR Industries, Inc.

DEL Delco Electronic Div.

ESI Electro-State Industries, Inc.
ETC Electronic Transistors, Corp.

FSC Fairchild Semiconductor Corp.

GES General Electric Co.
GIC General Instrument Corp.
GSE General Semiconductor Industries, Inc.
GSI General Sensors, Inc.
GPO Germanium Power Devices Corp.

HSC Hellos- Semiconductor
HPA Hewlett Packard
HZN Horizon Semiconductor Corp.

INT Intel
IDI International Devices, Inc.
IDC International Diode Corp.
INL Intersil, Inc.
ITT ITT Semiconductors

KER Kertron, Inc.
K4C KC Semiconductor

"WS Microwave Semiconductor Corp.
NOT Motorola

i-II
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Code Manufacturer

NAT National Semiconductor Corp.I
NTR National Transistor Corp.
NJS New Jersey Semiconductor Products Co.
NPC Nucleonic Products Co., Inc.

PPC Power Physics Corp. .
PTI Power Tech, Inc.
PRE Precision Semiconductors, Inc.

RTN Raytheon
RCA RCA Corp.

SCA Setnicoa
SUE Semiconductor Devices
SrI Semiconductor Technology,, Inc.
SEI Semiconductors, Inc.
SES Semitronics Corp.
SEN Sensitron Semiconductors
SIG Signetics
SIC Silicon Transistor Corp.
six Siliconix, Inc.
SPC Solid Power Corp.
SST Sauid State, Inc.
SSE Solid State Eectics Ic.
SSE -Solid State Dletics nC.
SLD Solid State Industries, Inc.
SSS Solid State Scientific, Inc.
SoD Solitron Devices, Inc.
SPR Sprague Electric Co.
STL Stow Laboratories, Inc.
SWT Swainpscott Electronics Co.

TCY Teledyne Crystalonics, Inc.
TSC Teledyne Semiconductor
T1- Texas Instruments Inc.
TEC Trarisitron Electronic Corp.
TRW TRW Semiconductors, Inc.

(ITS Un-Tran Semi conductor Corp.
UNI Unitrode Corp.
UPI UPI Semiconductor

WAB Walbern Devices, Inc.
WES Westinghouse Electric Corp.

'-I 111-2



APPENDIX IV

The following is a list of Environmental Classification Codes:

Code Application Environment

AB-I Airborne, Inhabited

AB-U Airborne, Uninhabited

GD-B Ground, Benign

GD-F Grounds Fixed

GD-N Grounds Mobile

NV-S Naval, Sheltered

NV-U Naval. Unsheltered

MS-L Missile or Satellite Launch

SPFL Space FlightK



APPENDIX V

It HOW'TO. ENTER A PART7INTO. THE DATABASE

This Appendix contains guidelines for entering data into the abstracted
and the regular data base. Although the format is the same for both, for
some column segments, that which is entered in one is slightly different
from that which is entered in the other. The information given herte is
directed toward the entry of.data into the abstracted data base.

rart 1nUmber; The part number is -entered left jutstfied in the O'eld
provided, all other data is right justified in the field.

The units to be used are given below:

Ountt Unit
Voltage- V"t~s
Current Amperes
Power Watts
Temperature Degrees Centigrade

Use scientific notation for fields between columns 52 and 77.

f~Vol
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The following format is used to read a line of data from the database:

Column Format Column Format

I lX 49-51 FM.

2-4 A3 52-60 E9.3

5-7 A3 61-69 E9.3

8-14 Al7-77 E8.3

15-17 A3 78-101 3A8

18-21 A4 102-103 12

22-25 A 104-105 12

26 Al 106-108 A3

27 Al 109-111 13

28-31 A4 112-114 13

32-36 15 115 I

37-40 F4.2 11612 F6.2

41-44 F4.2 122-127 F6.2

45-48 F4.2 128 Il

v -2



Integrated Circuits

Column Use

1 Blank

2-4 Device type: IC-

5-7 Manufacturer Code (See Appendix III)

8-17 Part number and package
Left justify part number (columns 8-14)
Right justify package type (columns 15, 16, 17)
Uasn "-" till between part number and package

18-21 Function code, all ICs are 0000 series function
codes (this is a program definition, not a
manufacturer definition)

22-26 Type of technology (BIPOL, RAM--)

27 Level of integration (L, M, S)

28-31 Logic type, left justify, dash fill
(LIN-, TTL-, DTL-, MEMR, MOS)

32-36 Date part is entered (YMMDD)
Y = last digit of year
MM two digit month, 01 = January
DD = day of month, 01 = first

37-40 Package length, right justify - in cm.
(decimal pt. col. 38)

S41-44 Package width, right justify - in cm.
(decimal pt. colb 42)

45-48 Package height, right justify - in cm.
(decimal pt. colb 46)

49-51 Package weight, right justify - in grams
(decimal pt. col. 50)

52-60 Supply voltage (if more than one line use a
continuation line)
5. volts entered as 0.500E+0l
-25. volts enterex as -.250E+02

61-69 Nominal current (if more than one line use a
continuation line)
5. amps entered as 0O500E+0l
2.5 amps entered as 0.250E+0l
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Column Use

70-77 Maximum current (if more than one line use a
continuation line)
5. amps entered as 500E+0I
2.5 amps entered as .250E+01

78-101 Blank

102-105 Complexity, number, of gates, assume 4 transistors
per gate, right justify. For example, 400 transistors

",'I -s en'ce- as a c~mfleity 4uctu

106-108 Leave blank

109-111 Number of leads, right justify

112-114 Number of wires, right justify

115 Number of metalization layers

116-121 Cost in single quantity XXX.XX, right justify

122-127 Cost in 1000 quantity XXX.XX, right justify

128 Continuation digit
0 if next line does not apply to this part also
1 if next line does apply to this part also

The first 21 columns must be repeated on subeq,:t
continuation lines
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Discrete Semiconductors

Column Use

I Blank

2-4 Device type:
XR- Transistor

* D-- Diode, general purpose
RD- Reference diode
ZD- Zener diode
VD- Varactor diode
THY Th

5-7 Manufacturer code (See Appendix III)

8-17 Part number, left Justify

18 Derating knee temperature code:
A Ambient
C Case

19-25 Blank

26-27 Material (SI, GE):
SI Silicon
GE Germanium

28-31 Device reference field, left Justify entry
NPN
PNP
COM Complementary pair
UJT Unijunction
SCR Silicon controlled rectifier
NFT N channel field effect transistor
PFT P channel field effect transistor
DGP Diode, general purpose
DMM Diode, microwave mixer
DVM Diode, microwave varactor
DTU Diode, tunnel
VSD Diode, varactor and step recovery
DUD Diode, UHF detector
DUM Diode, UHF mixer

32-36 Date part is entered (YMMDD)
Y = last digit of ear

MM - two digit month
DD - day of month
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Column Use

37-40 Packaga length, right justify - in cm. (decimal pt. col. 38)

41-44 Package width, right justify - in cm. (decimal pt. col. 42)

45-48 Package height, right justify - in cm. (decimal pt. col. 46)

49-1I Package weight, right justify - in grams (decimal pt. col.50) Al

52-60 Enter the appropriate quantity according to the following
table: (use scientific notation)

Cols. 2-4 incl.
of part Description of quantitz

XR- Maximum rated voltage
D-- Maximum rated voltage
ZD- Rated Zener voltage
RD- Rated Zener voltage
VD- Maximum rated voltage
THY Maximum rated voltage

bl-69 Enter the appropriate quantity according to the following
table: (use scientific notation)

Cols. 2-4 incl.
of part Description of quantity

XR- or D-- or THY Maximum rated current
ZD- or RD- or VD Zero

70-77 Enter the appropriate quantity according to the following
table: (use scientific notation)

Cols. 2-4 incl.
of part Description of quantity

XR- or ZD- or RD- or
V u- Maximum rated power
D-- Zero, unless it is a microwave

mixer or microwave detector, then
enter the maximm spike leakage
in ergs.

78-106 Blank
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Columns Use
107-108 Complexity code such as follows:

SD Single device
DM Dual matched
DU Dual unmatched
DT Darlington
DE Dual emitter
ME Multiple emitter
CT Dual complementary
DG Tetrode

109-111 Maximum rated temperature

112-114 Knee of derating cure temperature
115 Number of devices in package. Example: Dual

transistor means a 2 is entered.

116-121 Cost in single quantity XXX.XX

122-127 Cost in 1000 quantitites XXX.XX

128 Continuation character, if needed
0 - no continuation
1 - next line is a continuation

On a continuation, the first 17 columns must be repeated
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Capacitors

The database for capacitors is not a full database. The majority of
capacitor part numbers can be decoded by the software; however, part numbers
starting with "M" must be entered in the database in the following manner:

Column Description

Blank '"

2-4 Device code: CAP

4b- Manufacturer code (See Appendix III for codes)

8-17 Part number; enter the first ten characters of the part
number in this field. Example: if a part number is
M39022/07-1022, you enter M39022/07- in this field.

16-36 Blank

37-40 Component length, right justified - in cm.(decimal pt.col.38)

41-44 Component width, right justified - in cm.(decimal pt. col.42)

45-48 Component height, right justified - in cm.(decimal pt. col.46)

49-51 Component weight, right justified - in grams(decimal pt. col. 52.

52-60 Rated voltage - use scientific notation
e.g. 5.0 volts is entered as 0.500E+0l

61-77 Blank

78-81 Quality level "L" last four digits of part number
or -001 if none

82-85 Quality level "M" last four digits of part number
or -001 if none

86-89 Quality level "P" last four digits of part number
or -001 if none

90-93 Quality level "R" last four digits of part number
or -001 If none

94-97 Quality level OS" last four digits of part number
or -001 if none

98-101 Quality level "T" last four digits of part number
or -001 if none
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Column Description

102-105 Non-established quality level last four digits of

part number or -001 if none

106-109 Knee of derating curve temperature

109-111 Maximum rated temperature

112-114 Quantity, the number of continuous part numbers beginning
with the last four digits of a part number in all of the
quality level fields and ending with that number plus this
quantity minus one. The voltage entered on this line must
be for all the parts represented on the line. If a change
in rated voltage occurs within a continuous group of part
numbers, you must use a new line.

115 Blank

116-121 Cost of single quantity XXX.XX

122-127 Cost of 1000 quantity XXX.XX

128 Continuation characters, I means the next line is a
continuation of information f('r the ten-digit part
number entered in columns 8-i 0 means the next
line is not a continuation of information for the
ten-digit part number entered in columns 8-17 ofthis line.

On a continuation, the first 17 columns must be repeated.
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nductors

kolumn Description

I1 Blank

2-4 Device code: IND

5-7 Manufacturer code (See Appendix III)

8-21 Part number, left justified
i22-27 Blank

28-31 Temperature rise, which can be calculated from the
83following formula:

TRISE (PLOSS X 125.)/AREA

where

TRISE = the temperature rise in degrees C
PLOSS = the power loss in watts at 100% load
AREA a the radiating area of the device in

square inches.

32-36 Blank

37-40 Component length, right justified-in cm.(decimal pt. col. 38)

41-44 Component width, right justified-in cm.(decimal pt. col. 42)
45-48 Component height, right justified-in cm.(decima pt. col. 46)

49-51 Component weight, right Justified-in grams(decimal pt. col.50)

52-127 Blank

128 Continuation character, I means the next line is a
non-unique part number within the first ten digits;
0 means the next part number of unique - i.e. no
continuation.

On a continuations the first 21 colums must be repeated.

ISA-IW 3097-75
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